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Hardware virtualization solutions provide users with benefits ranging from application isolation through
server consolidation to improved disaster recovery and faster server provisioning. While hardware assis-
tance for virtualization is supported by all major processor architectures, including Intel, ARM, PowerPC
& MIPS, these extensions are targeted at virtualization of the same architecture, e.g. an x86 guest on an
x86 host system. Existing techniques for cross-architecture virtualization, e.g. an ARM guest on an x86
host, still incur a substantial overhead for CPU, memory and I/O virtualization due to the necessity for
software emulation of these mismatched system components. In this article we present a new hardware
accelerated hypervisor called CAPTIVE, employing a range of novel techniques, which exploit existing hard-
ware virtualization extensions for improving the performance of full-system cross-platform virtualization.
We illustrate how (1) guest MMU events and operations can be mapped onto host memory virtualization
extensions, eliminating the need for costly software MMU emulation, (2) a block-based DBT engine inside
the virtual machine can improve CPU virtualization performance, (3) memory mapped guest I/O can be
efficiently translated to fast I/O specific calls to emulated devices, and (4) the cost for asynchronous guest
interrupts can be reduced. For an ARM-based Linux guest system running on an x86 host with Intel VT sup-
port we demonstrate application performance levels, based on SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks, of up to 5.88×
over state-of-the-art QEMU and 2.5× on average, achieving a guest dynamic instruction throughput of up to
1280 MIPS and 915.52 MIPS, on average.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Virtualization technology enables workload consolidation where multiple applications
are deployed onto Virtual Machines (VMs), which then run on a single, more-powerful
host machine. While virtualization may introduce some runtime overhead, processor
manufacturers have developed support in hardware in the form of instruction set exten-
sions (ISEs) to make their respective architectures efficiently and fully virtualizable,
e.g. Intel VT or ARM Virtualization Extensions. They have also created additional
mechanisms to allow I/O virtualization with less software overhead.
However, these virtualization extensions are geared towards same-architecture vir-
tualization, where both the guest VM and the physical host machine share the same
architecture. For cross-architecture virtualization, where guest VM and host architec-
tures are different, translation between ISAs, emulation of the guest system’s mem-
ory management unit (MMU), interrupt handling and I/O devices are typically imple-
mented entirely in software, resulting in a substantial performance loss. For example,
in full-system mode the gem5 architectural simulator [Binkert et al. 2011] takes about
30 minutes to boot into Linux on a current, mid-range host machine. While this per-
formance level is sufficient for some computer architecture research, it is far too slow
for any practical applications. QEMU [Bellard 2005], a popular cross-architecture full-
system virtualizer using dynamic binary translation (DBT), is substantially faster, but
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still suffers an up to 20× slow-down [Jones and Topham 2009] compared to native
execution on the host.1
While same-architecture virtualization has become ubiquitous there are fewer, but
nonetheless important applications for cross-architecture virtualization, e.g. Android
software development using the QEMU-based Android Emulator shipped with the An-
droid Studio [Gerber and Craig 2015], which provides a full-system ARM environment
for software developers using an x86 host machine; building ARM Docker [Merkel
2014] containers on x86 machines; providing fast-forwarding in sampling based sim-
ulators [Sandberg et al. 2015]; or early-stage software development without a hard-
ware target [Ceng et al. 2009]. All of these applications critically depend on fast cross-
architecture virtualization due to unavailability or deliberate absence of a hardware
platform supporting the chosen target ISA.
In this article, we develop a novel approach for speeding up cross-architecture vir-
tualization, and implement these ideas in a new cross-architecture hypervisor called
CAPTIVE. The key idea is to eliminate performance bottlenecks by exploiting the ex-
isting virtualization hardware extensions originally devised for same-architecture vir-
tualization. We target four distinct cross-architecture virtualization challenges and
make the following contributions:
(1) We show how virtual-to-physical address translation can be accelerated through
the use of virtualization extensions, by mapping behavior of the guest MMU onto
corresponding behavior of the host MMU – despite substantial differences between
the two MMUs.
(2) We present a DBT system for the translation from the guest to host ISA, where
a fast, block-based just-in-time (JIT) compiler that lives inside the native virtual
machine compiles guest basic blocks to host native code.
(3) We develop an efficient mechanism to emulate the guest’s memory mapped I/O
devices, by exploiting the MMU to detect device accesses.
(4) Finally, we devise an interrupt handling scheme, which correctly honors the guest’s
instruction boundaries, even if one guest instruction is mapped onto several host
instructions, thus implementing precise, yet efficient guest interrupts.
1.1. Motivating Example
It has been well established [Magnusson and Werner 1994; Chang et al. 2014; Wang
et al. 2015; Hong et al. 2015] that emulation of a guest MMU is one of the most time-
consuming parts of cross-architecture virtualization, therefore in this motivating ex-
ample, we will focus on the memory address translation process required for virtualiza-
tion. For this, consider the diagram in Figure 1, which shows the percentage of memory
operations w.r.t. the total number of executed instructions in the SPEC CPU2006 inte-
ger benchmarks. About 50% of the instructions in these benchmarks perform memory
accesses. This means if we are running these benchmarks in a virtualized ARM guest
environment on an x86 host, on average, every other instruction demands an expen-
sive virtual-to-physical memory translation using a virtualized ARM MMU, typically
implemented in software. If we succeed in speeding up these address translations we
will eliminate one of the most severe cross-architecture virtualization performance
bottlenecks.
In a 32-bit ARMv7-A system with an ARMv7-A MMU, there are at most two levels of
page tables representing a virtual memory area. To translate a virtual address into its
corresponding physical address, the first-level page table (an L1 page table), pointed
1Native execution of a binary suitably compiled to the host ISA from the same sources, which have been
used to build the binary for the guest’s ISA.
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Fig. 1: Distribution of operations in the SPEC CPU2006 integer benchmarks. On aver-
age, around 50% of all instructions executed perform memory operations (either read,
write, or both), which require expensive virtual-to-physical address translation using
a software MMU.
to by the TTBR register, is indexed by bits 20–31 of the virtual address and the entry
interrogated to determine if the mapping is to a section (a 1MB contiguous chunk of
memory) or a small page (a 4kB contiguous chunk of memory). If the page table entry
indicates a section, then the base address points to the physical base address of the
memory. If the page table entry indicates a small page, then the base address points
to the physical base address of a second-level page table (an L2 page table). The L2
page table is indexed by bits 12–19 of the virtual address, and the base address in the
L2 page table entry points to the physical base address of the page corresponding to
the mapping. A page table entry in the L1 (if pointing to a section) or L2 page table in
addition to the base address pointer contains flags that indicate the access permissions
of the page, e.g. whether or not the page is readable and writable, and if it is accessible
whilst executing in the user privilege level.
In a 64-bit x86 system, there are four levels of page tables that represent a 48-bit
virtual address space. Pointers are always 64-bit wide, but can only access 48-bits of
virtual address space. Virtual addresses must be in canonical form, where bits 48–63
of the address are copies of bit 47. Any memory access to a non-canonical address will
result in a general protection fault. Address translation operates in a similar fashion to
ARM, with each level of page table being traversed to translate a 64-bit virtual address
into a 64-bit physical address, subject to permissions which can be applied at any level
of the page table–the higher level permissions taking precedence over the lower levels.
To avoid a costly page table walk for every memory access, both architectures employ
a translation lookaside buffer (TLB), which caches the result of a previous hardware
translation. If the page tables are modified, or the pointer to the top-level page table
changed, the TLB must be flushed.
From this description it should be clear that the structure of the ARM and x86 MMUs
are substantially different, yet fundamentally they both provide a mechanism for the
translation of virtual addresses to physical addresses with access permission checking.
In this article we propose to exploit this hardware address translation capability, and
show how to map the behavior of an ARM MMU onto a virtualized Intel MMU. By inter-
cepting ARM TLB invalidations and maintaining entries in the x86 page table that rep-
resent entries in the ARM page table, we can accelerate address translations. Instead
of using a slow software implementation of the ARM MMU, guest address translations
are redirected to the fast, host virtualized Intel MMU, which our system keeps con-
sistent with the guest’s ARMv7-A MMU. Using existing extensions originally devised
for same-architecture virtualization we are able to speed up critical cross-architecture
address translations over a purely software-based MMU implementation.
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1.2. Overview
The remainder of this article is structured as follows. In Section 2 we provide back-
ground information on MMU virtualization in full-system simulators, Intel virtualiza-
tion technology (Intel VT) and the kernel-based virtual machine (KVM) framework,
on which our work relies. We then present our novel cross-architecture virtualization
techniques in Section 3 and our results in Section 4. We discuss related work in Section
5, before we summarize and conclude in Section 6.
2. BACKGROUND
While this article is largely self-contained we assume a certain level of familiarity
with the Intel VT extensions and also KVM. In this section we briefly introduce these
technologies before describing our virtualization infrastructure in the next section.
2.1. Intel VT
Intel VT [Intel 2016] is a set of hardware extensions introduced by Intel to provide
support for virtualization of an x86 processor. It provides new instructions for setting
up and managing these virtual machines, transitioning between hypervisor and vir-
tualized execution, and support for virtualizing the guest MMU with extended page
tables (EPT). EPT provides an extra level of page tables that are walked by hardware
when a virtual memory address that is not present in the TLB is encountered whilst
running in the virtual machine. CAPTIVE utilizes Intel VT extensions by creating a
virtual machine with the KVM infrastructure provided by the Linux kernel.
2.2. KVM
Hardware accelerated virtualization is well supported by multiple processor vendors,
such as Intel with Intel VT and AMD with AMD-V. Whilst these extensions produce
the same effect, i.e. they create an abstract computing platform on which to run un-
modified operating systems, they are implemented and accessed completely differently.
KVM [KVM 2016] is a virtual machine monitor implemented as part of the Linux ker-
nel, which can utilize any supported hardware virtualization, on any platform. Its job
is to abstract the details of the virtualization extensions, and to provide a generic in-
terface for creating and managing a virtualization environment. KVM fully supports
virtualization extensions such as Intel EPT or AMD RVI, which is used to accelerate
a virtualized MMU. KVM itself is only an interface to hardware virtualization exten-
sions, it will not work in the absence of these.
KVM was developed in tandem with QEMU, but does not depend on QEMU—it is an
independent technology that is part of the standard Linux kernel.
In CAPTIVE, we utilize KVM to create a virtual machine backed by Intel VT or AMD-
V in a platform-agnostic way. The use of KVM, and consequently the use of Intel VT is
described in more detail in Section 3.1.
3. VIRTUALIZATION INFRASTRUCTURE
Our virtualization infrastructure consists of three main components:
(1) A hypervisor component, which runs on the host machine and uses KVM to con-
trol the host’s hardware virtualization extensions.
(2) An execution engine component, which runs inside a normal virtual machine on
the host.
(3) An architectural implementation, which defines the behavior of the architec-
ture being virtualized.
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Fig. 2: A high-level overview of the virtualization infrastructure. The CAPTIVE hyper-
visor runs in the operating system (Linux) of the host machine, and creates a virtual
machine that is the same architecture as the host (x86). Inside this virtual machine,
the CAPTIVE execution engine virtualises a guest platform (ARMv7) by mapping the
behaviour of the guest, to the behaviour of the host.
For the rest of this article, we will be assuming that we are virtualizing an ARMv7-
A guest architecture (modelling a RealView Platform Baseboard for Cortex-A8 [ARM
2011b]), on a standard x86-64 host machine with Intel VT virtualization extensions.
Due to the multi-layer nature of this system, it is important to define some termi-
nology at this point to establish exactly what terms will describe what aspects of the
system.
Definition 3.1 (Host). The host machine is the system on which we will be running
the virtualized platform. This article will use an x86-64 machine as the host machine.
Definition 3.2 (Guest). The guest machine is the target platform that we wish to
virtualize. This article will use an ARMv7-A platform as the guest machine.
Definition 3.3 (Native Virtual Machine (VM)). The hardware extensions provided
by the host machine naturally provide a same-architecture virtual machine, e.g. us-
ing QEMU with KVM on x86 would result in an x86 virtual machine. In our case, the
Native Virtual Machine (VM) refers to the virtual machine provided by these hard-
ware extensions, to which we utilize in our infrastructure. Therefore, in this article,
the Native VM is of the same architecture (x86-64) as the host.
Definition 3.4 (Hypervisor). The hypervisor is the software which runs on the
host machine (within the host operating system), and is responsible for providing sup-
port to the Native VM, along with software implementations of guest platform devices
(e.g. a timer device, or an interrupt controller).
Definition 3.5 (Execution Engine). The execution engine is a bare-metal applica-
tion that runs inside the Native VM (without an operating system) and provides the
CPU virtualization necessary to run the cross-ISA guest instructions. It maintains the
state of the guest platform being emulated, and executes platform specific behavior,
such as what happens when an MMU fault occurs or an external interrupt is signalled.
3.1. Overview
This section will give an overview of the operation of CAPTIVE. It will continue to use
the example of an x86-64 host machine, and an ARMv7-A guest machine, implementing
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the RealView Platform Baseboard Cortex-A8 [ARM 2011b]. This example leads to the
following assumptions:
(1) We are virtualizing a 32-bit guest system on a 64-bit host system.
(2) We depend on KVM as a framework to provide access to Intel VT virtualization
extensions.
(3) We utilize (but do not depend on) the address-space identifier (ASID) feature of the
guest operating system to accelerate context switches.
(4) We exploit the fact that ARM page tables have similar access permissions to x86
page tables, enabling us to efficiently map MMU behavior.
Our system starts by instantiating a native virtual machine on the host, using the
KVM framework. KVM is the interface to the Intel VT virtualization extensions, and
starts by initializing the required structures that represent a virtual machine on an
Intel processor (e.g. creating the VMCS structure, and issuing the VMXON instruction).
Then, a single virtual x86-64 CPU is requested from KVM which will ultimately repre-
sent the virtual ARM processor.
This native VM is configured with physical memory that represents the physical
memory provided by the guest platform—in this case, 2GB of physical memory is in-
stalled. An additional block of physical memory is also installed that contains the ex-
ecution engine binary, and heap space for memory allocations and the translated code
cache. The guest kernel (an ARMv7-A Linux kernel), is written into the guest physical
memory at the correct location (as specified by the platform boot protocol). Finally, the
virtual x86-64 CPU is configured to start up in 64-bit mode (by manipulating the vir-
tual CPU state structure), and with the entry-point of the execution engine. The native
VM is then started, and control is transferred to the execution engine running inside.
Once inside the native VM, we have full control of a bare-metal x86-64 machine,
the execution engine is essentially an x86-64 kernel, with full privileged access to this
virtual machine. We configure the virtual memory of the native VM in such a way as
that the lower 4GB portion represents either a one-to-one mapping of guest physical
memory (if the guest MMU is turned off) or the actual virtual memory mapping of the
guest machine (detailed in Section 3.3). The execution engine itself resides in the high
portion of virtual memory, and certain other virtual memory areas are mapped to the
heap and stack.
When first started, the execution engine performs some platform initialization of the
native VM, such as setting up the native (x86) page tables and the interrupt descriptor
table (IDT), and eventually begins executing guest ARM code. We have already popu-
lated guest physical memory with the guest kernel we are about to execute, so execu-
tion begins from this entry-point, using JIT compilation of the guest ARM instructions
to native x86-64 instructions (detailed in Section 3.2).
Any access by guest instructions to the memory of the guest machine is performed
with a normal memory access, without having to translate/transform any virtual mem-
ory addresses – they are simply made to the address to which they would be made if
running on a non-virtualized ARM system.
The guest platform we are virtualizing is a 32-bit platform and so any memory access
can only be in the 0-4GB (232) range of lower virtual memory. Virtualization of a 64-bit
platform is outside the scope of this article, but will require an extra layer of software
indirection and is planned for future work. When an access to a particular address
occurs for the first time, a page fault is generated and handled by installing a mapping
of the corresponding virtual page to guest physical memory (subject to the operation
of the ARM guest MMU).
External interrupts generated by devices (such as a timer device) are propagated as
real interrupts into the guest system, which causes a flag to be set to indicate that
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Listing 1: High-level instruction format description.
1 %% Define the MOVW instruction format: 4-bit condition, 4-bit operand, ...
2 ac_format <Type MOVW> = "%cond:4 %op:4 %subop:4 %rn:4 %rd:4 %imm32:12";
3
4 %% Link movt, movw instructions to the MOVW instruction format
5 ac_instr<Type MOVW> movt, movw;
6
7 %% Define the ARM instruction set architecture
8 ISA_CTOR(arm) {
9 %% Instruction: movt, where (op = 0x3) and (subop = 0x4)
10 movt.set_decoder(op = 0x3, subop = 0x4);
11 %% Assembly mnemonic
12 movt.set_asm("movt[%cond] %reg, #%imm", cond, rd, imm32);
13 %% Instruction behavior is defined in the "movt_behavior" function
14 movt.set_behavior(movt behavior);
15
16 %% Instruction: movw, where (op = 0x3) and (subop = 0x40)
17 movw.set_decoder(op = 0x3, subop = 0x0);
18 %% Assembly mnemonic
19 movw.set_asm("movw[%cond] %reg, #%imm", cond, rd, imm32);
20 %% Instruction behavior is defined in the "movw_behavior" function
21 movw.set_behavior(movw behavior);
22 }
Listing 2: Semantic description of the behavior of the movt and movw instructions.
1 %% Instruction behavior for "movt"
2 execute(movt behavior)
3 {
4 uint32 orig = read_register_bank(RB, inst.rd) & 0xffff;
5 uint32 rn = inst.imm32 | (inst.rn << 12);
6
7 uint32 result = orig | (rn << 16);
8 write_register_bank(RB, inst.rd, result);
9 }
10
11 %% Instruction behavior for "movw"
12 execute(movw behavior)
13 {
14 uint32 result = inst.imm32 | (inst.rn << 12);
15 write_register_bank(RB, inst.rd, result);
16 }
Fig. 3: Instruction formats and semantics are specified using an ArchC-like high-level
architecture description language. Example showing the specification of formats (in
Listing 1) and semantics (in Listing 2) of the movt and movw instructions, respectively.
native code should stop executing at the next safe point. At a minimum, a safe point is
an instruction boundary, but we insert safe points at guest basic block boundaries to
improve performance.
3.2. CPU Virtualization
Same-architecture virtualization is easily supported by modern processors that include
hardware support for virtualization. Technologies such as Intel VT and AMD-V allow
guest code to run directly on the host processor, without modification or instrumen-
tation for maximum performance. Certain privileged operations (such as changes to
control registers, and TLB invalidations) are trapped by the host CPU and handled by
a hypervisor (for example KVM).
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This virtualization is trivial in the same-architecture case, because both the guest
and the host have the same instruction set architecture (ISA) and are therefore binary
compatible. However, this presents a problem for cross-architecture CPU virtualiza-
tion, as the ISAs are different, and completely incompatible.
In a traditional full-system simulator, techniques such as interpretation or dynamic
binary translation (DBT) are used to virtualize the guest ISA on the host ISA, the for-
mer being straightforward to implement, and the latter being recognized as one of the
fastest ways [Ung and Cifuentes 2000; Ebcioglu et al. 2001; Bellard 2005] to emulate
guest instructions on a host machine. Emulation of guest instructions is a necessity for
cross-architecture virtualization, and techniques for doing so have been well studied
and presented in DBT improvement articles such as [Kumar et al. 2005; Guha et al.
2010].
Our approach to instruction emulation is based on a basic block just-in-time (JIT)
compiler engine, which takes guest basic blocks discovered at runtime, and compiles
them into corresponding host basic blocks. Block compilation is synchronous to the ex-
ecution of the guest system, and occurs on-demand when a translation for a particular
guest basic block is not available. Generated host code is stored in a code cache, for
later use. This is similar to the approach taken by QEMU, except for two important
differences: (1) we generate code independent of the virtual address of the guest basic
block, and (2) the JIT compiler in CAPTIVE lives inside the native virtual machine as
part of the execution engine.
QEMU has implemented an advanced caching strategy that initially uses a fast first-
level cache indexed by virtual address to look up the code associated with a guest basic
block, which is invalidated when page mappings change. As basic-blocks are translated
for specific virtual addresses, the virtual PC may be constant-folded into the trans-
lations. However, the translation cannot be re-used if the same physical address is
mapped to different virtual addresses. To handle this situation, when a miss occurs
in the first-level cache, a second-level cache that is indexed by virtual PC, physical PC
and memory access flags is consulted. If this cache misses, then the guest basic block is
translated. This results in a guest basic block being translated for each distinct virtual
address mapping. In contrast, CAPTIVE always indexes the code cache by physical PC,
and translates code in a way that is independent of its virtual address, meaning we
can re-use the same translation for multiple virtual addresses.
The JIT compiler is generated from a high-level instruction description, where
instruction formats are defined in an ArchC-like domain specific language (DSL)
[Azevedo et al. 2005], and the semantic behaviors are specified in a C-like DSL. In
an offline pass, this architecture definition is parsed, and a high-speed instruction de-
coder and instruction IR generator are produced, which are then used by the execution
engine to compile guest code.
Listing 1 shows an extract of an instruction-format description from our ARMv7-A
model, which is used to generate an instruction decoder. Line 2 contains a bit-level
representation of the instruction format, and line 5 declares two instructions (movt
and movw) that conform to this pattern. Lines 10 and 17 further specialize the pat-
tern, specific to the two instructions, by placing constraints on the values of the fields
defined in the instruction format. Lines 12 and 19 assist debugging by producing a
disassembly format for the instructions, in a printf-style declaration. Finally, lines
14 and 21 attach semantic behaviors to the instructions. Listing 2 shows the C-like
DSL that describes the behaviors of the corresponding instructions. These descriptions
are fed into an offline generator, which produces a fast instruction decoder, and a low-
level intermediate representation (IR) emitter. The instruction decoder is used by the
execution engine to decode guest basic blocks. The IR emitter is called for each decoded
instruction, which produces a sequence of low-level IR instructions.
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Listing 3: ARM guest basic block
1 ldr r3, [r4] // Load value from memory
2 cmp r3, #0x1000000 // Compare value to constant
3 movcs r0, #1 // Set r0 to 1, if carry flag
4 bcs 5412dc // Branch if carry flag
Listing 5: x86 host basic blocks
1 mov 0x10(%rdi),%eax
2 mov (%rax),%eax // Load value from memory
3 mov %eax,0xc(%rdi)
4 sub $0x1000000,%eax // Compare to constant
5 setae 0x140(%rdi)
6 seto 0x143(%rdi)
7 sete 0x141(%rdi)
8 sets 0x142(%rdi)
9 lea 0x8(%r15d), %r15d // Increment PC
10 cmpb $0, 0x140(%rdi)
11 jnz 1f // Skip if not carry
12 movl $0x1,(%rdi) // Set r0 to 1
13 lea 0x4(%r15d), %r15d // Increment PC
14 lea -0x1d8(%r15d),%eax
15 and $0xfffffffe,%eax
16 mov %eax,%r15d // Update PC to branch target
17 jmp 2f
18 1: lea 0x8(%r15d), %r15d // Increment PC
19 2: // Epilogue
20 //
Listing 4: Execution Engine IR
1 // Load r4
2 b0: ldreg i4 $0x10, i4 v0
3 // Read memory
4 ldmem i4 v0, i4 v0
5 // Store value in r3
6 streg i4 v0, i4 $0xc
7 // Subtract, and update guest
flags
8 sbc flags i4 $0x1000000,
9 i4 v0,
10 i1 $0x1
11 inc-pc i4 $0x8
12 // Read carry flag, and branch
13 ldreg i4 $0x140, i1 v0
14 branch i1 v0, b1, b2
15
16 // Set r0 to 1
17 b1: streg i4 $0x1, i4 $0x0
18 inc-pc i4 $0x4
19 // Calculate branch target
20 ldpc i4 v0
21 sub i4 $0x1d8, i4 v0
22 and i4 $0xfffffffe,
23 i4 v0
24 streg i4 v0, i4 $0x3c
25 jmp b3
26 // Increment PC
27 b2: inc-pc i4 $0x8
28 b3: ret
Fig. 4: Example inputs and outputs during the JIT compilation phase of CPU virtual-
ization. ARM guest code is initially translated to an internal representation for opti-
mization, before x86 host code is generated and emitted.
3.2.1. Native Code Production. Our execution engine compiles guest basic blocks at a
time, but will extend to a trace-based approach if the branch targets are static and land
on the same guest memory page. Guest basic blocks are terminated at page boundaries
for memory protection purposes. Normal control flow out of a block is optimized util-
ising techniques from [Spink et al. 2014], which includes directly chaining to other
basic blocks that are part of the same memory page to avoid costly returns to the main
execution loop. If a translation does not exist, or the destination does not live on the
same page, control is returned to the main execution loop, which will then handle the
situation accordingly. We dedicate an x86 host register (%r15d) to tracking the guest
PC, which significantly improves performance by avoiding an increment to a memory
location (i.e. the emulated guest register file) on each instruction.
As each instruction is being translated to a sequence of IR instructions, we employ
the partial evaluation technique described in [Wagstaff et al. 2013] to constant-fold
values known at compilation time into the IR. This technique also allows us to evaluate
control flow within an instruction that can be resolved at compilation time too, i.e.
control flow that depends on values which are constant.
After producing IR that represents the basic block being translated, we then perform
some basic optimization passes (such as liveness analysis, control flow optimization
and dead code elimination) before performing a linear-scan register allocation pass.
After allocating registers, we perform some final optimizations (such as register value
re-use and dead code elimination) and then forward the IR to the instruction lowering
pass which translates IR instructions into corresponding host instructions.
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Although there are existing JIT compilers, we choose to implement our own JIT com-
piler for three main reasons:
(1) It is not feasible to use compilers such as GCC and LLVM with our system, because
they have dependencies on external libraries, such as libc for example. The JIT
compilation is performed inside the native VM, which is not running an operating
system and does not have a C library.
(2) Compilers such as GCC and LLVM are too slow to be used as JIT compilers [Brand-
ner et al. 2009], as they would introduce an unacceptable amount of compilation
latency. Our JIT is specialized for fast dynamic binary translation, much like TCG
in QEMU.
(3) Existing JIT compilers, e.g. TCG in QEMU, are not well suited for automatic re-
targeting from a high-level architecture description and would require additional
modifications to support bare-metal code generation.
Listing 3 shows an example ARM guest basic block that is encountered during the
Linux kernel boot process. The IR emitter iterates over this block and after an op-
timization pass produces the IR shown in Listing 4. Finally, a quick template-based
lowering pass produces the native x86 machine code shown in Listing 5.
It can be seen here that multiple host basic blocks are produced from a single guest
basic block. In this example, this occurs because of a predicated ARM instruction
(movcs) that may or may not be executed, depending on the current state of the flags.
Since we do not class predicated instructions as basic block terminators, additional
control flow is required to account for this.
3.2.2. Exploitation of Hardware Features. Given that we are operating in a bare-metal
environment, we have full control of an x86 machine and so exploit our ability to use
privileged instructions and access normally privileged features to generate efficient
native code. Furthermore, we exploit our ability to switch the virtualized CPU into
and out of privileged mode (ring 0 in x86 terminology) so that we can execute ARM
guest code that usually runs in ARM user mode in x86 user mode, and ARM guest
code that usually runs in ARM system mode in x86 privileged mode. This enables us
to utilise the user/kernel memory protection available in x86 page tables, by mapping
it to the corresponding ARM page table permissions. This is something that a user-
space system like QEMU cannot do, as it is constrained by the host operating system.
We implement fast mode switching in x86 by using the syscall and sysret in-
structions, which provide efficient means of transitioning between user and privileged
mode. We make use of the general-purpose segment register FS to point to a per-CPU
data structure, which contains the state of the emulated ARM CPU, and also the GS
segment register for efficient user-mode emulated memory accesses as described in
Section 3.3.3.
We utilise the x86 call gate mechanism for invoking functions from user mode
that require kernel mode permissions. This is an alternative to the slower software-
interrupt based mechanism (i.e. using the int instruction).
3.2.3. Code Cache. In order to improve execution performance, translated guest basic
blocks are kept in a code cache, indexed by physical address. The benefit of using
physical addressing is that if the guest page tables are invalidated, we do not need to
invalidate any compiled code. In fact, the only time we have to invalidate code is in
the presence of self-modifying code, or more generally when a page that has previously
been executed is written to. We detect this occurrence by marking (physical) pages that
have been executed with a flag, and protecting those pages from being written to. When
a memory fault occurs because of a write, and the page has been flagged, all cached
code corresponding to that page is invalidated. If the memory fault was to an address
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Fig. 5: Operation when virtualizing memory accesses. A memory access (1) is per-
formed as a single native instruction, which when accessing a virtual address for the
first time will cause a page fault in the Native VM. The native page fault handler will
(2) consult the guest MMU implementation, to determine if the mapping is valid, then
either (3) fill in a native page table entry, or (4) perform a non-local jump from the page
fault handler back to a safe point to invoke platform specific memory fault handling.
on the page that was currently executing, we return to the main execution loop via
a non-local jump, since we cannot return to cached code that represents instructions
that were potentially modified.
3.3. MMU Virtualization
One of the most important parts of full-system virtualization is the faithful emula-
tion of the memory management unit (MMU), which if implemented incorrectly will
lead to an unusable system, and if implemented poorly can lead to severe performance
penalties. Hardware extensions for same-architecture virtualization provide acceler-
ated means of virtualizing the MMU of a guest machine on the host, but a problem
arises when virtualizing a guest with a different architecture. As described in the mo-
tivating example (Section 1.1), the MMUs between two different architectures behave
quite differently, and traditional full-system cross-architecture virtualization uses a
(correct, but slow) software MMU implementation to emulate this subsystem. Thus,
much work has been done [Wang et al. 2015; Chang et al. 2014; Hong et al. 2015] in
the area of software MMUs to reduce the translation penalty and hence increase overall
throughput of the virtualization system.
Fundamentally, the function of the MMU is to translate a virtual address to a physi-
cal address, applying any permissions that may be defined for that access. Usually, this
mapping is represented with page tables, with various levels of indirection to suit the
granularity of the mapping. Full-system virtualization requires that every instruction
that accesses virtual memory is subject to the behavior of the MMU. For the same-
architecture case, memory instructions are mapped one-to-one, and the hardware ex-
tensions take care of performing the virtual-to-physical translation and permissions
checking, but for cross-architecture virtualization, each memory access must be emu-
lated in such a way as to perform the translation and permissions checking subject to
the behavior of the guest platform.
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Software approaches when faced with a memory access (in the base case), will tra-
verse the guest page table to resolve the physical address, and check that the access
satisfies the permissions imposed by the translation. These accesses will be subse-
quently sped up by introducing a software cache, much like a software translation
lookaside buffer (TLB), so that future memory accesses do not incur a penalty of a
costly page table walk. When the guest page tables change, the software TLB will be
flushed, and the process will start again.
Since the native VM is a bare-metal environment, we can take full control of the na-
tive MMU, and use it to reflect the mappings of the guest, allowing us to use unmodified
guest virtual addresses, and to emulate the access with a single native instruction.
Definition 3.6 (Native MMU). The native MMU is the MMU that is part of the Na-
tive VM. In this example, the MMU is an x86-64 MMU, which has a 4-level hierarchy.
Definition 3.7 (Native Page Table Entry). A native page table entry is an entry
in the page table of the native MMU.
Definition 3.8 (Guest MMU). The guestMMU is a (software) implementation of the
MMU that is part of the guest machine. In this example it is an implementation of
an ARMv7-A MMU. It is implemented as a service that takes a virtual address, and
returns either success (along with the corresponding physical address and a bitmask
of allowed permissions), or failure (along with the type of failure).
Our approach to cross-architecture virtualization of the MMU is to present the lower
4GB (i.e. virtual addresses 0x0 to 0xffffffff in the native VM’s 48-bit address space)
of virtual memory to the execution engine, as the 4GB (232) of virtual memory required
for our 32-bit guest machine (see Figure 7). This area is now an exact 1:1 mapping of
guest virtual addresses to native VM virtual addresses. Figure 5 shows how the var-
ious components work together. When we virtualize a memory access from the guest
(whether a load, store or fetch), we perform that access on the unmodified memory
address directly, which will of course (for the 32-bit system we are virtualizing) lie in
the lower 4GB region. The first time a memory address is accessed, it will cause a page
fault inside the native VM, and at this point we consult the software implementation of
the guest’s MMU. The response is either the corresponding guest physical address, or
a fault condition. If the access is to be allowed, we then populate the x86 page table of
the native VM with an entry that maps the associated virtual page to the correspond-
ing physical page of the guest, and return to executing code. Further accesses to this
page will now go via the native VM’s page tables, and hardware TLB.
To improve performance, when the guest MMU is asked for the translation, it also
returns the allowed permissions associated with that mapping (such as read/write and
user/privileged), so that the native VM’s page tables can be pre-populated with this
information. This means that a read to a page that is also permitted to be written to
will only fault once—the first time it is accessed.
On a 64-bit x86 machine, there are four levels of page tables, which we will refer
to as L4 thru L1. The first entry in the (top-level) L4 page table represents the lower
0–512GB of virtual memory, and we reserve this region to contain the entire 4GB
virtual address space of the guest, starting at virtual address 0x0. This means we can
apply permission flags to the first entry in this table, to control the entirety of the 4GB
virtual address space. If the guest alters the content of their page tables, just as on
actual hardware they are required to issue a TLB flush instruction, which we intercept
and use as a signal invalidate the native VM’s page tables. As the native VM has a
four-level page table, we deny access to the entire lower 4GB area of virtual memory,
by clearing the page present flag in the first entry of the L4 page table, then perform
a native TLB flush. This makes invalidations very quick to perform. The next time
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a memory access happens, a page fault will occur, and the page tables will be rebuilt.
This invalidation technique also applies when the guest changes the value of their own
page table base pointer, which involves an implicit TLB flush.
An important corner-case to consider is the behavior of the system when an un-
aligned memory access spans a page boundary, e.g. a 32-bit memory access to the last
byte of a page. This situation is handled automatically by CAPTIVE, as the page fault-
ing behavior between the guest and host systems is identical.
3.3.1. Address-space Identifier. Usually, changing the page table base pointer naturally
causes a TLB invalidation, as the previous mappings are no longer valid. However,
since the page table base pointer is changed on every context switch, this can lead to
a severe performance penalty, especially in our virtualization environment when the
native page tables need to be rebuilt each time. An approach to reduce this penalty
is described by [Wang et al. 2015] as “Private SPT”, which utilizes the ARM address
space identifier (ASID) register to quickly switch between pre-populated mappings.
We take inspiration from this approach, and use the ASID register to point to mul-
tiple L3 mappings, as shown in Figure 6. The top-level native page table (the L4 page
table) remains static, but when the current ASID is changed by the guest, we replace
the base pointer to the L3 page table (in the first slot of the L4 page table), and inval-
idate the native TLB. As previously described, the first entry in the L4 page table is
used solely for the purpose of managing guest virtual memory, so even though it rep-
resents an address space >4GB, it simplifies both our fast invalidation technique, and
changing the corresponding page tables that represent the guest 4GB address space.
If this is the first time the ASID has been seen, the normal page-fault lazy resolution
process will occur as described previously, but if the ASID has already been encoun-
tered, the page tables already contain mappings ready to be used (unless they were
explicitly invalidated), without incurring any page faults.
We trap the special invalidation instructions issued by the guest to invalidate TLB
entries by ASID, and use these signals to invalidate the page tables that we have asso-
ciated with that particular ASID.
This optimization only holds for guest platforms that have the concept of an ASID,
and guest kernels that actually use it (a limitation also encountered by [Wang et al.
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Listing 5: ARM input assembly
1 ; Read memory at address PC + 92 + 8
2 ; (0x100a0) into r0
3 ldr r0, [pc, #92]
Listing 6: CAPTIVE output assembly.
1 ; Read memory from PC + offset + 8
2 mov 0x64(%r15d), %eax
3 mov %eax, (%rdi) ; Store into r0
4 lea 0x4(%r15d), %r15d ; Increment PC
Listing 7: QEMU output assembly.
1 mov $0x100a0,%ebp ; Prepare memory address
2 mov %rbp,%rdi
3 mov %ebp,%esi
4 ; Calculate cache entry address
5 shr $0x5,%rdi
6 and $0xfffffc03,%esi
7 and $0x1fe0,%edi
8 lea 0x2c18(%r14,%rdi,1),%rdi
9 cmp (%rdi),%esi ; Check cache tag
10 ; Restore destination address
11 mov %ebp,%esi
12 jne 0x7f4d682a718f ; Cache-miss?
13 add 0x10(%rdi),%rsi
14 mov (%rsi),%ebp ; Read memory
15 mov %ebp,(%r14) ; Store into r0
Fig. 8: An example of a PC-relative load instruction being translated by CAPTIVE and
QEMU. CAPTIVE tracks the (virtual) PC in %r15d, and emits three instructions for
this memory access whereas QEMU emits 13 instructions that involve interrogating
its address cache.
2015]). However, it is possible to extend this approach to track the guest platform’s
page table base pointer, and maintain a set of mappings for “seen” page table bases.
3.3.2. Native VM Memory Layout. As we are operating inside a native virtual machine,
we have full control over the virtual machine’s virtual memory and so we exploit this
opportunity for manipulating the virtual page mapping arbitrarily. We establish page
mappings for the execution engine and heap/stack data areas, and mark these entries
as global, so that they are not flushed from the TLB when the TLB is flushed. We
provide a one-to-one mapping of guest physical memory, in the virtual memory space
so that we can quickly access data by guest physical address. This is useful for the
emulated MMU, as it uses physical address pointers to traverse the guest page tables.
3.3.3. Secondary Guest Virtual Memory. The secondary guest virtual memory mapping is
part of an optimization for handling ARM ldrt and strt instructions, which perform
memory accesses subject to user-mode memory permission checking, whilst executing
in kernel mode. These instructions are notoriously difficult to optimize [Ding et al.
2012], as they invoke behavior that must be specially handled. As they are defined,
there is no direct mapping of this behavior from an ARM system to an x86-64 system,
however to maintain performance we employ a second region of guest virtual memory
to optimize these accesses specially.
Since it is known at JIT compilation time that a particular memory access has these
special semantics, we can emit an optimized mov instruction, that offsets the calculated
memory address against a base pointer held in the x86 GS register. This base pointer
points to the base of the second virtual memory region, and so all memory accesses are
made into this second region. Then, when a page fault occurs we apply the appropriate
semantics when faulting the page in. Whilst this may sound like a guest architecture-
specific optimization, it is implemented independent of the target architecture, and so
may be used (or not) by any platform that requires it.
3.3.4. Comparison to QEMU. QEMU uses software-based MMU virtualization, and List-
ing 5 shows an example ARM instruction that accesses memory, from a PC-relative
offset. This instruction loads a value from memory, residing at the address PC+92+8.
Listing 7 shows the QEMU generated native code for this single instruction, which
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involves accessing a software cache, with a branch to a handler if a cache miss oc-
curs. Our output code (shown in Listing 6) consists of performing the memory access
directly on memory itself, using the unmodified value from the guest instruction and
access permissions.
The other slight difference is the optimization performed for a PC-relative lookup. In
QEMU’s case, it can constant-fold the address of the memory access (0x100a0) into the
generated assembly because it generates basic blocks for virtual pages. However, we
generate basic blocks for physical pages, which may be accessed by any virtual address,
and hence must read the PC register each time we wish to use it. As we map the guest
PC to a host register, this improves code quality and adds virtually no performance
penalty. This improvement in code quality is not because of an improvement in the
quality of the JIT itself, but rather we have the ability to make memory accesses in
this fashion.
3.4. Device Virtualization
In order to faithfully emulate a guest platform, we must also emulate the devices
present on that platform, e.g. timer devices, interrupt controllers, I/O devices, etc. In
order to do this, the hypervisor contains software emulations for the various devices
that make up the platform. On a real guest platform, these devices are accessed by
the guest through the memory subsystem; they are mapped into the physical memory
space (and then mapped by the guest operating system into the virtual address space)
and device registers are written to and read from with normal memory accesses. This
approach to device communication increases flexibility (e.g. device accesses are subject
to MMU translations and permissions checks), and reduces complexity for operating
systems, but adds a layer of complexity to virtualization frameworks wishing to em-
ulate devices in a particular platform, as they must detect these accesses to device
memory, and handle them accordingly.
As our device implementation lives in the hypervisor (i.e. outside of the native VM),
memory accesses by the guest must be trapped back to the hypervisor, so that they can
be forwarded to the particular device being accessed. The most straightforward way
to accomplish this with our infrastructure is to use the memory-mapped I/O (MMIO)
feature of KVM to intercept memory accesses to regions of guest physical memory that
correspond to devices, and handle them accordingly. This approach works well, but
suffers from a severe performance penalty, as every access to a device must perform a
costly VM exit, then the native guest instruction must be emulated by the hypervisor
to fill in the data that was read, or to extract the data that is to be written.
Device accesses in a full-system occur quite frequently. For example, a Linux system
configured with a 100Hz timer will be interrupted 100 times a second, and each inter-
rupt requires the guest to interrogate the interrupt controller device to ascertain the
cause of the interrupt, then the timer device to read timing related data, then write to
the devices to acknowledge and complete the interrupt.
Another approach is to make a hypercall using port-based I/O (PIO) instructions,
which have slightly faster VM exit sequences, but this suffers from a fundamental prob-
lem: detecting a device access. As mentioned previously, a device access to a memory-
mapped device is indistinguishable from a normal memory access at the instruction-
level—it is performed with a normal memory access instruction (e.g. ldr in ARM).
Therefore, we need a way to detect access to device memory, and trap to the host using
a faster hypercall mechanism. Since we are in control of the native VM MMU, and we
know the locations of devices in physical memory (this is part of the platform config-
uration), we can simply mark any device page as inaccessible, so that every memory
access traps in the native VM, rather than in the hypervisor.
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Fig. 9: An illustration of the fast device access operation, using synchronization barri-
ers. When a device access is made (1), barrier 1 is entered by the guest (at which the
host is already waiting) and the host performs the access on the emulated device (2a).
Meanwhile, the guest waits for the host to complete the operation (2b). Then, when
the access is complete, barrier 2 is entered by the host and execution by the guest
continues (3).
Now that we are receiving a page fault in the native VM (which is faster than trap-
ping to the hypervisor), there are two approaches to take:
(1) Translate the device access into a (slightly) faster PIO access, which still results in
a VM exit, or
(2) use a message-passing implementation to communicate with the hypervisor, avoid-
ing a VM exit.
We wish to avoid VM exits at all costs, as they introduce a significant amount of
overhead [Ott 2009]. A VM exit with Intel VT and KVM requires storing the entire
state of the virtual machine, and performing a context switch back to user-space code.
Returning to the VM (a VM entry) involves restoring this saved state.
For this reason, we implement (2) and once the native VM receives a page fault to
a device memory page, we communicate with a hypervisor thread using a synchro-
nization barrier system. This avoids a costly VM exit, as the virtualized CPU is simply
spinning on a barrier, waiting for a response from the hypervisor. This sequence is
shown in Figure 9. When a device access is to be made Fig. 9 (1), a data structure
is prepared by the execution engine inside the native VM, and a synchronization bar-
rier is entered. A hypervisor thread (which is already waiting on this barrier) resumes
execution and deals with the device access request Fig. 9 (2a). Meanwhile, the guest
waits on a second barrier Fig. 9 (2b) whilst the hypervisor is servicing the request,
and when the request is complete, the hypervisor writes the result back into the data
structure, and enters the barrier. This causes the execution engine to resume execu-
tion Fig. 9 (3), extracting the necessary data from the request structure. The guest
cannot proceed until the hypervisor has signalled that the data has been processed by
the emulated device, and this is the reason for the second barrier.
3.4.1. Device Implementations. Unlike traditional same-architecture virtualization,
where the possibility exists to para-virtualize hardware that exists on the host for
use by the guest, or simply pass-through real hardware devices (e.g. using Intel VT-
d) this same kind of mapping does not exist for cross-architecture virtualization as it
is unlikely that there are any 1-to-1 compatible devices available on the host system.
Therefore, all guest platform devices are implemented in software, which faithfully em-
ulate the behavior of the device they represent. An example of a device we implement
in software is the ARM PrimeCell SP804, which is a two-channel timer device. This
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Fig. 10: An illustration of the injection of an IRQ into the native virtual machine, to
indicate that an emulated IRQ line has gone high.
device is configured and interrogated by the guest through registers that are memory
mapped. It is also capable of raising interrupts when a timeout occurs, depending on
the mode of operation of the timer.
In the future, we hope to map similar devices (e.g. timer devices, etc) to existing
hardware devices. Even though their interfaces may be incompatible, it may be possi-
ble to configure the behavior of the devices in similar ways and avoid having to use full
software implementations of the device.
3.4.2. Device Interrupts. Platform devices may raise interrupts to indicate that an event
has occurred, such as a timer has timed-out, or data is ready to be read. On a physical
platform, an interrupt controller would aggregate the individual interrupts from each
device, and trigger a physical interrupt line on the CPU, to indicate that an interrupt
has been raised. The CPU would enter its external interrupt handling routine, and
interrogate the interrupt controller to work out which device(s) raised the interrupt.
The RealView Platform Baseboard Cortex-A8 [ARM 2011b] has such a setup with an
ARM generic interrupt controller (GIC), that receives interrupts from devices and posts
these to the CPU. We implement the GIC in software, but post real IRQs to the guest
system, when the interrupt controller triggers a physical interrupt line on the CPU.
3.5. IRQ Virtualization
As described in the previous section, emulated devices may issue interrupts to the
guest system by means of an interrupt controller. For the platform we are virtualizing,
the interrupt controller is an ARM generic interrupt controller (GIC), which aggregates
interrupts from other platform devices, and presents them to the CPU.
Fundamentally, the CPU has a single physical interrupt line that is raised when an
interrupt is pending, and lowered when the interrupt is acknowledged. This interrupt
line is toggled by our emulated GIC, and is visible to the virtualized CPU. On the rising
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System DellTM PowerEdgeTM R610
Architecture x86-64 Model Intel
TM
Xeon
TM
E5-1620
Cores/Threads 4/8 Frequency 3.50 GHz
L1-Cache 1× 4× 32kB (I$ & D$ ) L2-Cache 1× 4× 256kB
L3-Cache 1× 10 MB Memory 16 GB
Table I: Host Machine Description
edge of the interrupt line, we inject a native IRQ into the guest machine, to inform
it that the line has been raised. These interrupts of course happen asynchronously,
e.g. a timer device will run as a separate thread on the host machine, and when its
timeout occurs, it will trigger its own interrupt line, propagating through the interrupt
controller and into the guest. The ideal situation would be to immediately invoke the
platform-specific interrupt handling code, on the rising edge of the interrupt line, but
this is not feasible for two reasons:
(1) The guest may not be running in native code (it may be handling a page fault) and,
(2) single guest instructions are compiled to multiple host instructions, which means
the interrupt may happen part-way through the emulation of a guest instruction.
This is unacceptable, as guest instructions are not necessarily re-entrant and may have
partially changed the state of the guest system mid-way through. Guest instructions
need to appear to be atomic, and so they must have completed before we can divert to
the interrupt handling behavior.
We solve this by setting an interrupt pending flag when in the native IRQ handler,
to indicate that the emulated interrupt line has gone high. This flag is checked by
native code at the end of a guest basic block, before it chains to the next. If the flag
is set, it is cleared and we leave native code to perform the guest platform behavior
associated with servicing an interrupt. This defers asynchronous interrupt checking
to basic block boundaries, which significantly improves performance over checking on
instruction boundaries.
4. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our system using industry standard
benchmarks and compare CAPTIVE to the state-of-the-art cross-architecture virtual-
izer QEMU. We use the SPEC CPU2006 integer benchmark suite, as it is widely con-
sidered to be representative of real-world workloads. For our key results, we are using
the reference input set, which requires a minor modification to the guest platform to in-
crease the available guest physical memory for running the benchmarks. The amount
of physical memory presented to the guest system is independent of the amount of
physical memory available on the host system, as it is defined by the platform be-
ing emulated. We implement a RealView Platform Baseboard Cortex-A8 [ARM 2011b]
platform, which specifies only 512MB of physical memory [ARM 2011a], but this is in-
sufficient for running the reference input set of the benchmark suite. To overcome this
limitation, we artifically increase the amount of physical memory in the guest platform
to 2GB in both CAPTIVE and QEMU, enabling the benchmark suite to run.
4.1. Experimental Setup
The platform that we are virtualizing is a RealView Platform Baseboard for Cortex-A8,
which is fully supported by QEMU. We are running a vanilla ARM Linux 4.3.0 kernel,
with the default configuration for the platform, except for the addition of a VirtIO
block device to provide storage to the guest and an increase in physical memory as
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(a) Relative speed-up of the SPEC benchmark suite using the reference input set, in CAPTIVE over QEMU–
higher is better.
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(b) Absolute runtime of the SPEC benchmark suite using the reference input set in seconds–lower is better.
Fig. 11: Key Results: (a) shows relative speed-up, and (b) shows absolute run time. On
average, CAPTIVE is 2.5× faster than QEMU.
described previously. We are using an Arch Linux ARM user-space. The host machine
is described in Table I.
4.2. Key Results
Our key results compare the performance of our system to QEMU version 2.4.0. Fig-
ure 11a shows the relative speed-up of CAPTIVE, compared to QEMU. In all cases we
outperform QEMU, and on average by a factor of 2.5×. Figure 11b shows the absolute
runtime of each benchmark in seconds.
Of interest is 429.mcf, which gains a performance improvement of 5.88×. This is due
in part to the benchmark responding well to our optimizing DBT system, which pro-
duces highly optimal runtime code based on the dynamic behaviour of the benchmark,
versus the static optimization that is performed at compile time.
Only two out of twelve benchmarks show speed-ups less than 1.5×, yet still outper-
form the baseline QEMU. Given the acceptance of SPEC as a realistic workload, there
are multiple characteristics that can affect simulation performance, and it is clear that
the range of benchmarks exercise the simulation system in numerous ways, making it
difficult to pin-point any particular feature that causes fluctuations in performance.
4.3. Comparison to Existing Techniques
One of the most recent efforts to improve memory address translation performance
in full-system simulators is in [Wang et al. 2015] (herein referred to as HSPT), which
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Fig. 12: Relative performance improvement of SPEC benchmarks by HSPT and CAP-
TIVE over the Android Emulator baseline–higher is better.
describes a practical implementation of an embedded shadow page table, using Linux
system calls (specifically mmap) to create an efficient guest-virtual to host-physical map-
ping similar to our own approach. In order to compare CAPTIVE to the HSPT imple-
mentation, we have extracted the published results from [Wang et al. 2015] and im-
plemented the same experimental setup, by comparing the performance of CAPTIVE
to the same version and configuration of the Android Emulator as used by HSPT. This
enables us to make a relative performance comparison against the same baseline, even
in the presence of different host machines.
Figure 12 shows that HSPT have achieved an average improvement of 1.94× (geo-
metric mean) over the Android Emulator, using the Private SPT technique, whereas
on average, CAPTIVE achieves a performance improvement of 2.05× (geometric mean).
In the majority of cases, we equal or surpass the speed-up presented by HSPT, in par-
ticular 483.xalancbmk in CAPTIVE shows a much greater speed-up of 2.88×, compared
to 1.72× in HSPT. This is due in part to the I/O nature of this particular benchmark,
and our optimized I/O and IRQ handling techniques give us a clear advantage here.
4.4. I/O Performance
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our I/O virtualization, using the stan-
dard Linux I/O performance measuring tool hdparm. We measure the I/O performance
on a variety of virtualization configurations, including taking a measurement of the
host system. We also introduce Oracle VirtualBox as another virtualization platform
that uses Intel VT extensions, and as such only supports same-architecture virtual-
ization. For measurement of same-architecture virtualization I/O performance, Virtu-
alBox and QEMU are given an x86 Linux distribution containing the hdparm tool. For
cross-architecture virtualization, QEMU and CAPTIVE are provided with a file-system
that exists as a normal file on the host machine’s file-system. For QEMU/ARM and
CAPTIVE/ARM, the platform device used to communicate this data back and forth is a
VirtIO block device, which is fully supported by both hypervisors. VirtIO is a virtual-
ization technology that enables efficient paravirtualization of various platform devices,
such as network and disk devices. Our emulated disk is based on a VirtIO block device,
and is the only paravirtualized device in the platform.
Table II shows the absolute I/O throughput of the virtualization configurations, along
with throughput on the native host platform, using two distinct metrics: cached and
buffered.
Cached reads are subject to the Linux kernel page cache, and as such represent the
performance at which disk data can be accessed from the page cache in the guest sys-
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Fig. 13: Relative performance improvement gained by turning on Intel’s extended page
tables (EPT) for the SPEC CPU2006 integer benchmark suite–higher is better. We show
that the use of EPT has virtually no effect on the virtualization performance for the
SPEC CPU2006 benchmark suite.
tem. VirtualBox and QEMU/KVM make these accesses at virtually the same rate as
the host platform, since there is no virtualization overhead for memory accesses. For
QEMU/DBT, the accesses to this cache are subject to the software MMU implementa-
tion, and therefore incur a significant access penalty. For QEMU/DBT, in the x86-on-x86
case this causes a slow-down of 9.79×, and a slow-down of 78.87× for the ARM-on-x86
case. In CAPTIVE, the slow-down is only 7.3×, improving over QEMU by 10.8×.
Buffered reads indicate the rate at which data can be accessed directly from disk—
bypassing the page cache. For these experiments, host caching was disabled in each
hypervisor, causing all accesses to the virtual disk device to go directly to the host
file-system, and then onto the underlying storage medium. All hypervisors suffer a
slow-down over native for this case, as there will be overhead in accessing the virtual
disk on the host file-system, but the slow-down over native for CAPTIVE is only 1.11×,
compared to QEMU/ARM being 1.64×. Virtualization of the x86 guest machines on Vir-
tualBox, QEMU/KVM and QEMU/DBT all have even worse slow-downs, but this may be
due to the implementation of the virtual disk device, which for these three hypervisors
is an emulated IDE disk drive, as opposed to the para-virtualized VirtIO device used
in QEMU/ARM and CAPTIVE.
4.5. Additional Hardware Support for MMU Virtualization
The latest version of Intel VT includes hardware support for accelerating virtualized
guest page tables, which is branded as extended page tables (EPT). KVM can make
full use of this technology, and this section evaluates the performance improvement of
EPT over non-EPT backed virtualization. We use QEMU/KVM and Oracle VirtualBox
(which fully supports EPT) to measure the impact of EPT on same-architecture virtu-
alization. We have run six experiments to produce this data, three with EPT disabled
Hypervisor Execution Arch. Cached Buffered
None Native x86 12384.21 MB/s 173.52 MB/s
VirtualBox Intel-VT x86 11941.43 MB/s 91.64 MB/s
QEMU KVM x86 11881.06 MB/s 102.72 MB/s
QEMU DBT x86 1265.03 MB/s 79.80 MB/s
QEMU DBT ARM 157.02 MB/s 105.77 MB/s
CAPTIVE KVM/DBT ARM 1695.29 MB/s 155.72 MB/s
Table II: Absolute I/O throughput for various configurations of execution environments.
Cached reads are subject to the Linux kernel’s page cache, and buffered reads go di-
rectly to the real or emulated disk device.
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Fig. 14: Relative slow-down of QEMU and CAPTIVE over native execution on a physical
ARM platform (ODROID-XU using Samsung Exynos5422 Cortex-A15 2.0Ghz quad-
core and Cortex-A7 quad-core CPUs)–lower is better. On average, CAPTIVE is 1.4×
slower than the hardware platform, compared to a 3.51× slow-down for QEMU.
in the respective hypervisor, and three with EPT enabled. We then present the relative
speed-up of each hypervisor with EPT enabled, over EPT disabled. For QEMU/KVM and
Oracle VirtualBox the experiments were naturally made on a virtualized x86-64 sys-
tem, with x86-64 versions of the SPEC benchmark suite. For CAPTIVE, we have used
the same setup as described in Section 4.1, with EPT enabled and disabled.
The data shows that in our experiments, EPT does not make any significant improve-
ment on the workloads we have tested. This is contrary to some published experiments,
e.g. VMware have conducted a performance evaluation of EPT in [VMware 2009], which
shows that EPT can improve performance of MMU-intensive benchmarks by 48%, and
MMU-microbenchmarks by up to 600%. However, our measurement of the impact of
EPT on the SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks shows that the performance increase to be
negligible, which is also the conclusion drawn by Buell et al. [2013] and Merrifield and
Taheri [2016]. Figure 13 shows the relative performance improvement of the SPEC
benchmark suite, running on both a virtualized x86 system (using QEMU/KVM and
Oracle VirtualBox) and on a virtualized ARMv7-A system (using our virtualization
hypervisor). On average, there is virtually no improvement for QEMU and VirtualBox,
and only 3% for CAPTIVE.
4.6. Slow-down over Native Execution on High-End Hardware
We have evaluated the performance of CAPTIVE, compared to execution of the bench-
marks on an ARM hardware platform. We have collected run times on an ODROID-XU,
and Figure 14 shows the relative slow-down of both CAPTIVE and QEMU. On average,
CAPTIVE is 1.4× slower than native execution of SPEC on an ARM platform, whereas
QEMU is 3.51× slower. Again, of interest is the 429.mcf benchmark that actually shows
a speed-up over native. This is again partly due to the JIT compiler discovering opti-
mizations that can be made dynamically, but also due to larger CPU cache (e.g. L1)
sizes on the host platform.
5. RELATED WORK
Instruction set simulation is an active field of research and a large number of tech-
niques for the efficient implementation of either user mode or full system simulators
have been published, e.g. [Bo¨hm et al. 2011; Bo¨hm et al. 2010; Witchel and Rosenblum
1996; Binkert et al. 2011; Patel et al. 2011; Sandberg et al. 2015; Yourst 2007; Bellard
2005; Ding et al. 2011; Magnusson et al. 2002; Qin and Malik 2003; AMD Developer
Central 2010]. In Table III we provide an overview of well-known simulators, their
capabilities and implementation techniques.
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Simulator Engine Full- Multi- Detailed Hardware Target ISASystem Core Accelerated
ArcSim Parallel DBT Yes Yes Config. No User Retargetable
Embra DBT Yes Yes Cache No MIPS R3000/R4000
gem5 Discr. Event Yes Yes Yes No User Retargetable
MARSS DBT Yes Yes Yes No Intel x86
OVPSim DBT Yes Yes No No Multiple available
pFSA Direct Exec. Yes No Sampling For same ISA Intel x86
PTLsim Virtualization Yes No Yes No Intel x86-64
QEMU DBT Yes Yes No No Multiple available
QEMU KVM Yes Yes No For same ISA Multiple available
PQEMU DBT Yes Yes No No ARM11MPCore
Simics Interpreter Yes Yes Approx. No Multiple available
Simit-ARM DBT Yes No No No ARM v5
SimNow DBT Yes Yes (COTSon) No Intel x86, AMD64
CAPTIVE DBT Yes Yes* Cache* Yes User Retargetable
(*) Multi-core virtualization and optional cache modelling are beyond the scope of this article.
Table III: Comparison of simulators: techniques and capabilities.
Early work in the context of Simics introduced a software caching mechanism, which
improved the performance of interpreted memory operations by reducing the num-
ber of calls to complex memory simulation code [Magnusson and Werner 1994]. More
recently, Chang et al. [2014], Wang et al. [2015] Hong et al. [2015] have presented
novel schemes for speeding up address translation in full-system simulators. These
two schemes are the closest matches to our work documented in the literature. In
[Chang et al. 2014] a shadow page table – called embedded shadow page table (ESPT)
– is embedded into the address space of a cross-ISA dynamic binary translation (DBT)
system. Similar to CAPTIVE, ESPT uses the hardware memory management unit in
the CPU to translate memory addresses, instead of software translation. However, the
original ESPT approach has a few drawbacks. For example, its implementation relies
on a loadable kernel module (LKM) to manage the shadow page table. Using LKMs is
less desirable for system virtual machines due to portability, security and maintain-
ability concerns. Hence, a different implementation – called HSPT – adopts a shared
memory mapping scheme to maintain the shadow page table using only mmap system
calls [Wang et al. 2015]. In section 4.3 we show a side-by-side performance comparison
between this improved HSPT scheme and the approach taken by CAPTIVE. Dynamic
resizing of a software TLB is proposed in [Hong et al. 2015]. Using per-page-table uti-
lization information the size of the software TLB is adjusted for each process separately.
6. SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have introduced new techniques for cross-architecture virtualization, using hard-
ware accelerated processor extensions and implemented these ideas in a hypervisor
called CAPTIVE. The key contribution is the mapping of guest system MMU behav-
ior to host system MMU behavior, and we improve over the state-of-the-art simulator
QEMU on average 2.5×. We show that CAPTIVE is better than existing techniques to
improve MMU virtualization. There are three major routes that we wish to take to
extend our work:
(1) We wish to extend the capability of our system to 64-bit guests, and find efficient
ways of exploiting our existing infrastructure to handle the larger address space.
(2) We wish to implement a multicore version of the execution engine, to support plat-
forms with multiple (possibly heterogeneous) processor cores.
(3) We wish to explore the possibility of mapping guest platform devices to real host
devices, e.g. timer devices, eliminating hypervisor emulation overhead.
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